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SUMMARY
The Conference ‘Taking the Pulse of the Nordic Fashion and Textile Industry 2018’ took place
February 2nd 2018 at 10.00-15.00 in the center of Copenhagen. The Nordic Council of Ministers and
the Danish Environmental Protection Agency made status of the six projects initiated under the Nordic
action plan for sustainable fashion and textiles. Purpose of the day was to share the outcome of
projects, discuss what it will take to drive them further and look into the future to see what further
action areas and initiatives are needed to transition and make the fashion and textile industry more
sustainable.
Overall it was a successful conference and workshop. The participant list was full with more than 80
individuals. They covered all areas of the broad and complex industry from companies, professors and
students from different educational institutions, independent designers, consumers, producers and
more, all fully engaged to discuss, gain knowledge and engage in taking action.
During the day, all participants were very eager and energetic. All the different stakeholders took part
in outlining the new action areas that could either take point of departure in the 6 action plan projects
or it could be some completely new action areas. So in order for all participants to start taking action
on the various action areas that were outlined throughout the day, this report is a gathering of those
notes and those commitments that the participants made throughout the day. The organizers will use
this report as input towards further impact and a more sustainable fashion and textile industry.
Some of the main messages from the conference were that, 1) The Nordic countries have many
things in common and can collaborate and benefit from working together, 2) Stakeholders in the
textile sector are interested in more cooperation across the value chain and, 3) Especially, the
education sector is keen to cooperate on sustainability with other stakeholders in the textile sector. Six
Action Areas were identified as areas to continue working on driving the Nordic fashion and textile
sector towards more sustainability and circular economy:
1. Sustainabile Living Lab
2. Tax Reduction On Circular Business Models
3. Changing Customer Habits
4. Caring (Human) And Sharing (Material) Business Models & Create A Bank For Recycling Textiles
As New Business Model
5. Mainstreaming Reuse - Where The Brands Get A Cut
6. Life Long Fashion Education - For A Responsible Future
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PROGRAM
9.30-10.00

10.00-10.20

10.20-11.20

11.20-11.50

Registration

Welcome by
Anne-Mette Bendsen, Danish Environmental and Protection
Agency
Satu Rejionen, Nordic Council of Ministers
Peter Woodward, Moderator

Presentations - The 6 Action Plan Projects

Panel Session - Taking Stock of Progress with
Kirsten Brodde, Greenpeace
Lene Dammand Lund, KADK
Gisle Mardal, Nordic Fashion Association
Lotte Ronan, Önling

11.50-12.30

Table Sessions on Action Areas

12.35-13.10

Lunch

13.10-14.00

Plenary Exploration of Action Areas with the Panel

14.00-14.50

Sign Up and Unfold

14.50-15.00

Summary of the Next Steps

15.00-

Bubbles
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ACTION AREA 1: SUSTAINABLE LIVING LAB
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THE 6 ACTION PLAN PROJECTS
THE 6 PROJECTS COMPLETED UNDER THE NORDIC ACTION PLAN WERE PRESENTED IN THE
FOLLOWING ORDER AND BY THE CONSULTANT OF EACH PROJECT:

PROMOTION OF SUSTAINABLE
NORDIC DESIGN THROUGH
EDUCATION
JOHAN ARNØ KRYGER
DANISH FASHION INSTITUTE
GREATER NORDIC INFLUENCE IN
THE EU ON HARMFUL CHEMICALS
SANDRA ROOS
SWEREA
SUPPLIER REQUIREMENTS FOR
SUSTAINABLE TEXTILES
PRODUCTION
ANNA LYSTER
COMPLIANCE HOUSE
GREEN PROCUREMENT OF
TEXTILES IN THE HEALTHCARE
SECTOR
DAVID WATSON
PLANMILJØ
PROMOTING THE SUPPLY OF
ECOLABELLED PRODUCTS
HEIDI BUGGE
NORDIC ECOLABELLING
STIMULATING THE DEMAND FOR
RECYCLED AND RECYCLABLE
TEXTILES
DAVID WATSON
PLANMILJØ
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EXPLORATION OF
ACTION
AREAS TO
BE CONTINUED
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PLENARY EXPLORATION OF
ACTION AREAS
At the conference the participants pointed out relevant action areas to step further into and join forces
on to make the fashion and textiles industry more sustainable.
The Action Areas are:
1)

SUSTAINABILE LIVING LAB

2)

TAX REDUCTION ON CIRCULAR BUSINESS MODELS

3)

CHANGING CUSTOMER HABITS

4)

CARING (HUMAN) AND SHARING (MATERIAL) BUSINESS MODELS & CREATE A BANK FOR
RECYCLING TEXTILES AS NEW BUSINESS MODEL

5)

MAINSTREAMING REUSE - WHERE THE BRANDS GET A CUT

6)

LIFE LONG FASHION EDUCATION - FOR A RESPONSIBLE FUTURE
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ACTION AREA 1
SUSTAINABLE LIVING LAB
Several topics where related to this Action Area with titles such as:

-

Establish design innovation labs - connecting the value chain and able business potential
Making circular economy sustainable
Nordic interface for sustainable value chains
Living circular learning labs
Support for the transition (or the human library)

Focus for this Action Ares is to establish a knowledge institution creating lab. There are already many
initiatives, so this should connect existing initiatives, e.g. by map/mapping (regional, nordic, global)
and categorize. Also, it should involve industry partners and all relevant stakeholders, so that a buffet
of offers is developed
EXPLORATION TOPICS:
1)

Mapping

2)

Connect existing initiatives

3)

Map (region, nordic, global)
Categorize
Industry partners and all relevant stakeholders
Develop “Smorgasbord” of offers synergy-driven agenda
Communication
Funding for REAL innovation
Involve students and exchange
Sustainability assessment
Inclusive approach
Financing communication

Who does what?

INITIATIVES IN THIS ACTION AREA
Making circular economy sustainable

- WHY: There’s a lack of sustainability today
- HOW: LCA-analysis including chemicals, set up rules, give information to the consumers, and start
sharing experiences and knowledge

- WHO: Involve more actors in the entire lifecycle
Establish Design Innovation Labs
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- WHY: Design enable new business opportunities through recycling, service innovation and by
addressing chemicals used in textile pro

- HOW: Develop test environment/labs and develop business cases showing business potential in
sustainable development

- WHO: research the industry and use a neutral area as host
Market place for green value chain

- WHY: To find relevant and like minded partners at the same interest level and engage with the
consumer - so bring together industry, education, retail and research - nordic countries are perfect
place for a new team

- HOW: Physical meetings and digital platform/interfaced/it-solutions
- WHO: tech companies + fashion stakeholders + NGO’s
Living Circular Learning Labs

- WHY: We need to bring NGO’s, EPA’s, educational institutions and businesses together in living
labs in which all participants learn each other and develop new viable solutions - by supporting
living circular labs methods - providing a fundamental platform and funding for it, the nordic
countries could create real actions, new knowledge and solutions

- HOW: Provide funding for projects, encourage co-labs and living learning labs - and connect
NGO’s, educations, EPA’s and businesses

- WHO: Educational institutions could be drivers/owners - businesses, researchers and students and
NGO’s would collaborate and learn - VIA DESIGN would like to take the lead with Bestseller,
Greenpeace, DFI and Compliance House as the first
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ACTION AREA 2
TAX REDUCTION ON CIRCULAR BUSINESS
MODELS
Point of departure for this Action Area is to create a system that encourage more sustainable
products. The focus is therefore for more regulatory forces to take responsibility in order to push the
agenda and give brands the incentives the make their products more sustainable, ecolabel them or
similar.
EXPLORATION TOPICS:

- Lobby - make a Nordic Conference with the Ministry of Environment, economic, tax, finance,
labour, stakeholders - take the best practice from France Ecotlc and see if this model could be
implemented in a nordic context + other models under development.

- Fiscal policies for sustainable garments and services
- Make an action plan for economic advantage for eco-labelled products
- Make a tax reduction in order to truly make circular businesses and their supply chain models
INITIATIVES IN THIS ACTION AREA
Tax innovation

- WHY: To create new business environment
- HOW: Smart tax
- WHO: Nordic pilot => EU => Global
EPR with frills

- WHY: To Address the production and consumption of low quality fast fashion products which will
give economic incentive for brands and producers to act in a more circular way. It will also facilitate
innovation and update of new technologies.

- HOW: By giving incentives for mainstreaming reuse and high quality production, durability and
recyclability - by using recycled fibers in the new collections. Regulation will also need to be set up
but with a producer and stakeholder involvement. However, one need to be careful of not
destroying the existing operators but instead professionalize them.

- WHO: Producer and designers need to be part of the solution. The ones who will benefit from it will
be the collectors, sorting and reuse and recycling operators. Also, lobby between government,
industry itself (designers of products), collectors, sorter, municipality, recyclers/resellers.
Fiscal policy for sust. Garments and services

- WHY: A reduction of VAT or no VAT on sust. Garments and textile services will motivate the
companies to embrace sustainability and will give price incentives for the consumers

- HOW: Fiscal policy
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- WHO: Consumers and brands
Tax reduction on ecolabelled products

- WHY: Describe the use of hazards sustains will make it easy for the consumers and will stimulate
brands to choose to be eco.

- HOW: By legislation first by starting a movement by brands and suppliers - through new
communication model and strategy to reach the different stakeholders

- WHO: Brands, suppliers, designers and sourcing, ecolabel certifications
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ACTION AREA 3
CHANGING CUSTOMER HABITS
The customers and consumers are just as an important part of the puzzle. Currently it is not
convenient, easy, transparent or accessable to buy sustainable fashion or textiles. Eco-labels can
guide them, but it is expensive for brands to get certified. Also, with an extensive amount of fast
fashion (that are characterized by low quality, many collections, season based items) brands at the
market tempting consumers with the latest trends, it makes it difficult for them to make the
consumption of clothes/textiles slow. However, by slowing down the production of clothes, making
less collections per year, and making better quality clothes, it will also guide the consumers to take the
better choice.
FOCUS ON:

- Trend magazines
- SoMe/social media: Influencers play a huge role in making the fashion industry even more “fast”
consuming, meaning that the new marketing that brands use are making the “wheel go faster”.

- Increase knowledge/info for the consumer
- Make slow fashion sexy (and less “basic”)
WAYS TO DO IT:
1)

Education on ethical values

2)

Labelling with a global mark

3)

Global transparent and relevant communication

INITIATIVES IN THIS ACTION AREA
Changing customer habits

- WHY: It will help the fashion and textile industry transition to a more sustainable industry
- HOW: 1) Education app with parameters: degreed sustainable, how to wash and increase product
lifetime, where to turn in your garments. 2) Make a forum for sharing/renting clothes. 3) Make
courses in educational institutions to stress importance on sustainable fashion.

- WHO: Partnerships between public (education institutions) and private (consumers and
stakeholders)
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ACTION AREA 4
CARING (HUMAN) AND SHARING (MATERIAL)
BUSINESS MODELS & CREATE A BANK FOR
RECYCLING TEXTILES AS NEW BUSINESS
MODEL
Focus for this Action Area is to make innovative business strategies focused on sharing responsibility
and accountability among partnerships. An important aspect of this is to work with materials tracking
and mapping.
EXPLORATION TOPICS:

-

New bio designed materials
Technology to tracks materials and labour in supply chains
Recycling textile bank for businesses
Zero waste businesses
Connect stakeholders to collect and redistribute materials
Expand lifecycle of materials and value
Traceability of materials = accountability of materials (environmental and social)
Radical transparency

KEY PLAYERS:

- Material collectors (UFF, FabScrap)
- Designers/brands that use recycled fibres (Neutral, PeleCheCoco) or reused fabrics (ZeroWaste
Denier)

- Material Scientists (Modern Meadow, Algiknit, Ecovative)
- Supply chain mapping companies (Sourcemap, CoClear) or tech input within raw materials
BUSINESSES DESIGNED FOR TRACEABILTY AND CIRCULARITY:

- NOW:
- Material Bank for recycling + sorting for resale to brands (center for circular economy)
- Brands designing with recycled or reused materials (Zerowaste Daniel, PeleCheCoco)
- Labeling materials content + manufacturer
- FUTURE:
- Material Scientists + fiber farms create trackable ID for raw materials to track across supply chain
(Modern Meadows)

- Supply chain mapping technology to communicate the tracking of materials (CoClear,
Sourcemap)

- Designers select materials based on desired lifecycle (bio designers)
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INITATIVES UNDER THIS ACTION AREA
CREATE A BANK FOR RECYCLING TEXTILES AS NEW BUSINESS MODEL

- WHY: Today we burn, waste and reuse textiles to a large extend that is not sustainable and there is
a potential for recycling of textiles to harvest textiles for reproduction. This will retain value in the
clothes which is important and sust.

- HOW: 1) Build a platform for local reuse and remanufacturing and traceability. 2) Apply value and
EU waste hierarchy as bone of the BM. 3) Certification will create volume and create more reuse.
Caring and Shared economy business models

- WHY: accountability to all workers in the supply chain creating a quality product and
communicating these values across production and consumption. These business models will be
designed to share product and responsibility by creating a decentralized ownership og final product
and material inputs. Also, responsibility for sharing information of the impact made from products to
allow all partners to follow regulatory standards and collectively push for progressive legislation.

- HOW: 1) communication tools to visually represent the people that market to create this product
(not guilty based but work value centric) e.g. video, interactive tools of the supply chain map. 2)
financing and tax benefit for shared economy businesses e.g. no tax or less tax on recycled or
reused products or grants for new innovative business collaboration. 3) education for developing
new business models. 4) civil society campaign to excite low income consumers to participate

- WHO: Everyone benefits from a slower fashion system via less waste and pollution and longer
lifecycle involving multiple revenue streams from one product. Also, it will have to target the
designers to swatch representing where the material come from and the story behind it and the
triple bottom line impact. Finally, it will target the consumers to communicate new value system that
is human centric and quality / lifetime products.
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ACTION AREA 5
MAINSTREAMING REUSE - WHERE THE BRANDS
GET A CUT
Focus for this Action Area is to prolong the lifetime of the textile/item/clothes by reusing it several
times by several users. Partnerships therefore need to be made and better collaboration between:
Brands, collectors, platforms, governments.
BRANDS:

-

Need to engage
Make it sexy to reuse
Change the atmosphere of “pre-used”
Make a pop-up store (with pre-used/pre-loved items)
Make companies realize that it is possible to work with other business models and thereby retain
value from their products several times

COLLECTORS:

- Need to develop system for sorting (need of RFID)
PLATFORMS:

- Need to collaborate with brands
- Solve: What’s in it for them? Brands paying them or a % of exchange?
GOVERNMENT:

- Support for startups, wage support for sorters, regulation - to smooth ownership issues
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ACTION AREA 6
LIFE LONG FASHION EDUCATION - FOR A
RESPONSIBLE FUTURE
This Action Area takes it point of departure in building competences for professionals involved in the
fashion and textile industry in order for them to always stay on top of the game when it comes to
sustainability and being responsible.
FOCUS:

-

Make modules on purchasing, sourcing etc.
Make the recent knowledge/research more available for practitioners
Make it a knowledge exchange community with an international reach
Open up the scope of competences that is needed in making a life long fashion education. This
means for example that other professions needs to be involved e.g. chemistry, algorithms etc.

- Build great business cases (this is what is at the heart and core challenge in companies), because
this will better convince the companies.

- Focus also on strategy, technology
- Influence the rest of the world - target future trends
CHALLENGES TO SOLVE:

- Leaders - how to make money in sustainable behavior?
- How can companies and brands change?
GEOGRAPHY:

- Due to the long value chains that the fashion and textile industry have, then it will automatically have
a global reach but thereby enabling a local/regional/national level. It will therefore be a social
sustainability enabler.

- Finland, Sweden are strong in engineering
- Regional (nordic) strengths in a “whole” perspective
METHOD:

- The proposed methodology used in initiating this Action Area could be LEAN which includes
among others manufacturing countries, building educations.

- Online learning platform
PERSPECTIVES:

- Aid-perspective
INITIATIVES IN THIS ACTION AREA
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Move fashion education and businesses into a new era

- WHY: Eduction for businesses in order to make criteria for continuously upgraded competences
- HOW: By combining knowledge areas e.g. business, fashion, design, communication and
technology = thereby giving people a holistic approach

- WHO: Education institutions, the industry, trade associations, government level
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INTEREST IN FURTHER WORK
ON ACTION AREAS
Overview of participants and organisations interested in participating in the further work
Name
Ulla Ræbild
Janine Ford and
Carolina Fresard

Organisation
Nordic Design Mix
(social media)

Ebba Magnusson
Xne Kullenius

Sysav Utvekling AB

Outi Lunkko

Touchpoint

Maria Madsen

Closed Loop

Sidsel Dyekjær
Henriette Melchiorsen

Danish EPA
Design Henriette
Melchiorsen /
designpoesi.dk

Alban Alidjra-Vignal

Email

#6 - can provide info and training on legislation + sustainability issue
I like to connect in to #6 about education - and I am already teaching both at design
education and business
alidjra.alban@gmail.co
m

Jette Lindgaard
Cecilie Louise Bitsch
Marie Serup

Satu Reijonen
Sisse Lønvig
Lydia Schmidt
Pia Odgaard

clb@live.dk
H&M

Nordic Council of
Ministers
I:CO
DM&T

Asanga Ranasingle
Adrian Zethraeus

Paul Dortenbach
Sandra Roos,

Swerea IVF

Sarosh Qureshi
Gisle Mardal

Nordic Fashion
Association

Kirsi Niinimaki

Alto University

Gitte Haar

Centre for Circulær
Økonomi

Commitment

ur@dskd.dk
nordicdesignmix@gmail We will be posting on todays' conference and action plans to inform audience
.com
abroad (English, Spanish, Portuguese). We hope to receive any press releases or
copies of the reports that come out of today.
Interested in lobbying/actions for regulation (no 2), and making circular economy
sustainable, changing customer behaviour
2 points from today I’ll bring home and spread through my workplace/network: 1)
true sustainability (the ultimate goal) = circular economy as means/method. 2)
regulatory intervention maybe highly relevant and necessary
Interested in: Collecting, partners that we can close the loop with, chemicals/
connection for growing know how, PlanMiljø and project regarding greener textiles in
hospitals
Take this forward:
#7 Connect existing initiatives: We already have an initiative; The Fabric Source, a
textile library with sustainable materials connecting designers with suppliers. expand
this initiative and work on other initiatives for sharing our knowledge with the industry
#Mainstreaming reuse: Buy less new - instead buy more reused and be a “living
example” and help the demand rising.

po@dmogt.dk

I would like to connect/contribute to #3 about changing customers habits
Education + input from the industry on what’s needed to go/aim for a responsible/
sustainable future
#5 + #6
1) Engaging with customers to inform and inspire about sustainable choices: the
garment collecting take-back scheme, talks and visits with high schools and
universities, inspiring customers through communication about sustainability in
stores online and on social media.
2) Mainstreaming reuse in fashion: keeping up to date with business models and
opportunities , sharing knowledge and ambition with HQ
#2: Talk with swedes
#5 Mainstreaming reuse
#5 making reuse mainstream
#4 Bugs - designed for traceability and circularity

asanga.ranasingle@gm I would like to be involved in designing the project with SDGs. Also I can facilitate
ail.com
partnerships with MICs ex Sri Lanka
1) Local production hub: there’s a digital hub called Make Works - Proteko are
running/hosting the Swedish version
2) Life long learning sounded interesting but no real idea on how to interact
EPR systems across the Nordics and hopefully soon on EU level. I would very much
like to connect to No Z.
#1: Transition support/living circular sustainable labs - will connect in different
initiatives and make sure circularity drives us to sustainability
#4 Business connect in other initiatives in this area - support with chemicals and
knowledge
#4: i work with promoting green business models on a daily basis - through ell and
national funded projects.
#Fashion Lab (competence center): we have started this process in Oslo - please get
in touch!
#Education: design for sustainability:
- network across the nordic region being formed education inst.+industry actors
- application nordic council of ministers via nordic fashion association
I am interested in:
#1 connect to living labs for circular fashion (could to start one in Helsinki/Alto
University)
#5 Mainstreaming reuse: could nee under living lab idea
#6 Life long fashion education: Suites for alto university’s strategy and also under
umbrella of living labs
www.c-c-c.dk
#4 Material Bank to recycle textiles (RETEX)
Send me an email at gitte@c-c-c.dk / phone +45 3115 2277
We are collecting stakeholders for a pilot on RETEX
Connect me to #3 to get Nordic…
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Name

Organisation

Elena Lamela

Compliance house

Email

#2 - i think my knowledge of the eco labelling system could be useful to find out
which criteria to use to consider a business suitable to get the tax refunding
#3 (changing customer habits) preparing material (power points presentations,
articles etc) to make people more aware of the sustainability in the fashion industry.

Ann-Sofie Blomkvist
Humma Ali

UFF Humana

Lucia De La Torre
Louise Karlsson

Print and fashion
designer
Danish EPA

Kaj Pihl

UFF Humana

Anna Lyster

Compliance house

lucituagha@gmail.com

Sunny M. Xu
Design School
Kolding

vri@dskd.dk

Kerli Kant Hvass

Minka Tøth
Thomas østergaard
Jakob Stræde
Else Skjold

Associate professor
at VIA Design

+45 30628670 /
thos@via.dk

DSKD

esk@dskd.dk

Kirsten
Heidi Bugge

Nordic Ecolabelling

Karen Marie

DSKD

#1 Making circular economy sustainable - by enabling clusters that attempt to close
the loop - provide the right infrastructure to achieve sustainability
Action Areas:
Recycling and reuse => circular value, awareness through my associates, education
(workshops in different schools)
Up to be part of most ideas related to make the change happen
Changing consumer habits: Look at consumer behaviour and increase knowledge
(what are the barriers towards buying sustainable/slow fashion), global transparency
and relevant communication
Action Areas: More collection, more reuse, more documentation, better transparency

Andrea Forssman

Vibeke Riisberg

Commitment

kmh@dskd.dk

Responsible Supply Chain mgmt. - more focus on the sourcing, better safer and
capacity building
#5 Mainstreaming reuse
#4 caring and sharing business models
#6 Life long education - mobilize existing knowledge and frame it and bring it under
the sustainability in fashion/textile industry
I would like to connect to #6 Life long education
#5 Mainstreaming reuse => share my expertise and reach.
#4 Caring and sharing business models - develop pilots with stakeholders and
connect with baltic stakeholders
# Changing customer habits
- Bring a holistic perspective (hands on experience) from fashion reuse, collection
and sorting industry. Business modelling as expertise.
Changing consumer habits
#1 i would like to be part of group 1 - establish living labs - we can provide
researchers, students and business for the project
Design Innovation labs
Connect with key people from today to kickstart the idea about forming a nordic
network of design labs for sustainable business development together with
education, research, industry and in particular SMV’s
Doing political lobbying - regulatory interventions and putting pressure on big bad
brands
#2 using tax or EPR and the 2 official eco-labels as a political tool for more
sustainable textile on the nordic market
#3!!
I would like to continue to the discussion on #6 lifelong learning/continuous training
on sustainability/responsibility within the fashion and textile industry. I’m a researcher/
educator within sust product design with experience in dvlp educational courses/
programs
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PARTICIPANTS
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PARTICIPANTS
FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

Kristjan

Czako

Photographer

Visual Impact Kristjan Czako

Ida Gry

Jensen

Student

UCC

Wickie

Engstrøm

CEO

Really

Karen Marie

Hasling

Adjunkt/assistant professor

Designskolen Kolding

Agata

Materna

Sustainability Consultant

Student & Innovation House

Jette

Lindgaard

Teknik- & Miljøchef

Dansk Mode & Tekstil

Vivi

schytt

GROUP 1

Compliance House

GROUP 2
Gisle

Mardal

Henriette

Melchiorsen

Change agent, educator, project manager

Nordic Fashion Association
KADK, design henriette melchiorsen

Shima

Dobel

Deputy Head of Division, Chemicals Division

Danish Environmental Protection Agency

Vibeke

Riisberg

Associate Professor

Design School Kolding

Suzi

christoffersen

Founder

Closed Loop

Antti

Tuominen

Negotiator of environmental management

UFF Finland ry

Ebba

Magnusson

Product manager Good Environmental Choice Naturskyddsföreningen
Textiles

Maria

Madsen

Head of Sustainable Textiles & The Fabric
Source

Closed Loop

Mette

Follestad

Senior adviser

Norwegian Environment Agency

Ulla

Ræbild

Adjunkt

Designskolen Kolding

Outi

Luukko

CEO

TouchPoint Oy

Søren

Ellebæk Laursen

Sidsel

Dyekjær

Prisca

Vilsbøl

Manufacture Copenhagen

Johan

Arnø Kryger

Danish Fashion Institute

carolina

fresard

freelance blogger

blogger

Esra

Al-Aboodi

Social worker

Projekt Outreach

Lene Dammand Lund

KADK

Elena

Lamela

consultant

Compliance House

Siv So Hee

Steinaa

associate professor

Oslo Metropolitan University

Lijun

Yang

Artist

Self-employed

GROUP 3

Compliance House
Senior advisor

Danish environmental protection agency

GROUP 4

GROUP 5
Emilie Mille

Müller

Nynne

Nørup

Industrial PhD student

Danish EPA
DTU Environment & UFF-Humana

Humma

Ali

Consultant

UFF-Humana

Weronika

Rehnby

Textile and environmental expert

TEKO, Swedish Textile and Clothing
Industries` Association

nikola

kiørboe

International coordinator

DAKOFA

Isabella

Holmgaard

Head of Circular Hub

Lifestyle & Design Cluster

Kerli

Kant Hvass

CE advisor

Reuse Center

Lisa

Schwarz Bour

Senior Project Manager

Swerea IVF

Klaus

Rosinski

Marketing Director

Human Bridge

Maria

Ström

Manger of operations

Wargön Innovation

Kirsi

Niinimäki

Associate Professor

Aalto University

David

Watson

dw@planmiljoe.dk

PlanMiljø

GROUP 6
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FIRST NAME

LAST NAME

TITLE

COMPANY

Tina

Donnerborg

Director of Second Hand

Danish Red Cross

Gitte

Haar

manager

Centre for Circular Economy

Sandra Ross

Swerea

Sandra.roos@swerea.se

SE

Sofia

Tapper

Deputy Director

Ministry of the Environment and Energy,
Sweden

Lydia

Schmidt

Key Account Manager

I:CO

Minka

Tøth

Student

Aarhus universitet

Sarosh

Qureshi

GROUP 7

Gate21

GROUP 8
Pia

Odgaard

Head of CSR

Dansk Mode & Textil

Thomas

Østergaard

Associate Professor

VIA Design

Brenna

Dolan

Fashion Business Management graduate

Fashion Institute of Technology

Sisse

Lønvig

CSR Specialist

BESTSELLER

Anna Lyster

Compliance House

vivi@compliance-house.com

DK

XUE

Kullenius

Project Manager

Sysav Utveckling

Lotte

Ronan

Partner

Önling

Andrea

Forssman

Louise

Karlsson

Paul

Doertenbach

Manager

I:CO

Kirsti Reitan

Andersen

Post Doc

CBS

Betina

Simonsen

Director

Lifestyle & Design Cluster

Kaj

Pihl

Collection Manager

UFF-Humana

Marit

Hessels

Student

Professionshøjskolen UCC

Pernille

Skriver

Kreative manager

Consultant Pernille Skriver

Else

Skjold

Assistant Professor

Design School Kolding

Asanga

Ranasinghe

Consultant

Consultant

Cecilie Louise

Bitsch

Sustainability Assistant

Ganni

Marie

Serup

Sustainability Coordinator

H&M Hennes & Mauritz

Satu

Reijonen

Senior adviser

Nordic Council of Ministers

Ditte

Palander

Tekstilformidler

UCC Carlsberg

Constantin

Kabitzsch

Business Analyst

Deloitte A/S

Adrian

Zethraeus

Project manager

Science Park Borås / Re:textile

Anne-Mette

Bendsen

Administrator

Danish EPA

Heidi Bugge

Miljømærkning Danmark

hbb@ecolabel.dk

DK

Peter

Felker

student

ruc

GROUP 9
Tiger of Sweden
Danish EPA

GROUP 10

GROUP 11

GROUP 12
Birgitte

Kjær

Jade

Smith

Tailor

Danish EPA
Own

Ann-Sofie

Blomkvist

Student

Copenhagen Business School

Lucia

de la Torre Gras

Print and fashion designer

delatuagh freelance

Kirsten

Brodde

Janine

Ford

Freelancer

Stine

Lerche Øilo

Internal/External Communication Responsible H&M Hennes & Mauritz

Greenpeace
Nordic Design Mix
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